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American Machine and Tool Record
A major theme in American history has been the desire to achieve a genuinely republican way of life
that values liberty, order, and virtue. This work shows us how new technologies affected this drive for a
republican civilization - a question as vital now as ever.
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American Journal of Public Health
Dr. Doug Peredniareveals how government and insurance company-created complexity is tearing apart
the U.S. healthcare system and presents a new model for healthcare reform that will actually work.
Leading physician, healthcare expert, and entrepreneur Perednia identifies specific inefficiencies and
worthless administrative overhead that is making healthcare inaccessible or unaffordable for millions,
driving providers from practice, and adding over half a trillion dollars annually to healthcare spending.
Next, he shows how to design a far simpler system: one that delivers care to everyone by drawing on the
best of both market efficiency and public "universality." Recent "health care reform" involved 2,000+
pages of complex, special interest-friendly legislation--including 168 new federal committees, program
cuts, and higher taxpayer costs. Perednia offers a better way: a logical, comprehensive, and non-partisan
and apolitical approach that gives providers and their patients more medical and financial security,
enhances competition, would save some $570 billion annually--and still gives individual patients real
freedom. This plan isn't wishful thinking: Overhauling America’s Healthcare Machine backs it up with
detailed logic and objective calculations. Even after the recent endless debate about healthcare, the
system is still broken--and unless it's fixed, it will break us all. Perednia shows how to finally fix it: once
and for all.

These Truths: A History of the United States
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The Machine in the Garden
A historical look at the American fascination with Italian fascism during the interwar period In the
interwar years, the United States grappled with economic volatility, and Americans expressed anxieties
about a decline in moral values, the erosion of families and communities, and the decay of democracy.
These issues prompted a profound ambivalence toward modernity, leading some individuals to turn to
Italian fascism as a possible solution for the problems facing the country. The Machine Has a Soul
delves into why Americans of all stripes sympathized with Italian fascism, and shows that fascism’s
appeal rested in the image of Mussolini’s regime as “the machine which will run and has a soul”—a
seemingly efficient and technologically advanced system that upheld tradition, religion, and family.
Katy Hull focuses on four prominent American sympathizers: Richard Washburn Child, a conservative
diplomat and Republican operative; Anne O’Hare McCormick, a distinguished New York Times
journalist; Generoso Pope, an Italian-American publisher and Democratic political broker; and Herbert
Wallace Schneider, a Columbia University professor of moral philosophy. In fascism’s violent squads
they saw youthful glamour and impeccable manners, in the megalomaniacal Mussolini they perceived
someone both current and old-fashioned, and in the corporate state they witnessed a politics that could
revive addled minds. They argued that with the right course of action, the United States could use
fascism to take the best from modernity while withstanding its harmful effects. Investigating the
motivations of American fascist sympathizers, The Machine Has a Soul offers provocative lessons about
authoritarianism’s appeal during times of intense cultural, social, and economic strain.
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The Citizen Machine
"Giroux refuses to give in or give up. The Violence of Organized Forgetting is a clarion call to imagine a
different America--just, fair, and caring--and then to struggle for it."--Bill Moyers "Henry Giroux has
accomplished an exciting, brilliant intellectual dissection of America's somnambulent voyage into antidemocratic political depravity. His analysis of the plight of America's youth is particularly
heartbreaking. If we have a shred of moral fibre left in our beings, Henry Giroux sounds the trumpet to
awaken it to action to restore to the nation a civic soul."--Dennis J. Kucinich, former US Congressman
and Presidential candidate "Giroux lays out a blistering critique of an America governed by the tenets of
a market economy. . . . He cites French philosopher Georges Didi-Huberman's concept of the
'disimagination machine' to describe a culture and pedagogical philosophy that short-circuits citizens'
ability to think critically, leaving the generation now reaching adulthood unprepared for an 'inhospitable'
world. Picking apart the current malaise of 21st-century digital disorder, Giroux describes a world in
which citizenship is replaced by consumerism and the functions of engaged governance are explicitly
beholden to corporations."--Publishers Weekly In a series of essays that explore the intersections of
politics, popular culture, and new forms of social control in American society, Henry A. Giroux explores
how state and corporate interests have coalesced to restrict civil rights, privatize what's left of public
institutions, and diminish our collective capacity to participate as engaged citizens of a democracy. From
the normalization of mass surveillance, lockdown drills, and a state of constant war, to corporate bailouts
paired with public austerity programs that further impoverish struggling families and communities,
Giroux looks to flashpoints in current events to reveal how the forces of government and business are at
work to generate a culture of mass forgetfulness, obedience and conformity. In The Violence of
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Organized Forgetting, Giroux deconstructs the stories created to control us while championing the
indomitable power of education, democracy, and hope. Henry A. Giroux is a world-renowned educator,
author and public intellectual. He currently holds the Global TV Network Chair Professorship at
McMaster University in the English and Cultural Studies Department and a Distinguished Visiting
Professorship at Ryerson University. The Toronto Star has named Henry Giroux “one of the twelve
Canadians changing the way we think." More Praise for Henry A. Giroux's The Violence of Organized
Forgetting: "I can think of no book in the last ten years as essential as this. I can think of no other writer
who has so clinically dissected the crisis of modern life and so courageously offered a possibility for real
material change."--John Steppling, playwright, and author of The Shaper, Dogmouth, and Sea of Cortez
"A timely study if there ever was one, The Violence of Organized Forgetting is a milestone in the
struggle to repossess the common sense expropriated by the American power elite to be redeployed in its
plot to foil the popular resistance against rising social injustice and decay of political
democracy."--Zygmunt Bauman, author of Does the Richness of the Few Benefit Us All? among other
works Prophetic and eloquent, Giroux gives us, in this hard-hitting and compelling book, the dark
scenario of Western crisis where ignorance has become a virtue and wealth and power the means of
ruthless abuse of workers, of the minorities and of immigrants. However, he remains optimistic in his
affirmation of radical humanity, determined as he is to relate himself to a fair and caring world
unblemished by anti-democratic political depravity."--Shelley Walia, Frontline

The American and English Railroad Cases
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The Shame of the Cities
"The cotton gin animates the American imagination in unique ways. It evokes no images of antique
machinery or fluffy fiber but rather scenes of victimized slaves and battlefield dead. It provokes the
suspicion that had Eli Whitney never invented the gin, United States history would have been somehow
different. Yet cotton gins existed for centuries before Whitney invented his gin in 1794. Nineteenthcentury scholars overlooked them as well as gins made by southern—and northern—mechanics, in order to
create a history meant to chasten some southerners and demean others. Using the gin as evidence, they
read failure back from the Civil War into the choices that southerners made from the American
Revolution, tracing the steps that led them to Appomattox." In Inventing the Cotton Gin, Lakwete
explores the history of the cotton gin as an aspect of global history and an artifact of southern industrial
development. She examines gin invention and innovation in Asia and Africa from the earliest evidence
to the seventeenth century, when British colonizers introduced an Asian hand-cranked roller gin to the
Americas. Lakwete shows how indentured British, and later enslaved Africans, built and used footpowered models to process the cotton they grew for export. After Eli Whitney patented his wire-toothed
gin, southern mechanics transformed it into the saw gin, offering stiff competition to northern
manufacturers. Far from being a record of southern failure, Lakwete concludes, the cotton gin—correctly
understood—supplies evidence that the slave labor–based antebellum South innovated, industrialized, and
modernized.

The Deportation Machine
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In the years immediately following Napoleon’s defeat, French thinkers in all fields set their minds to the
problem of how to recover from the long upheavals that had been set into motion by the French
Revolution. Many challenged the Enlightenment’s emphasis on mechanics and questioned the rising
power of machines, seeking a return to the organic unity of an earlier age and triggering the artistic and
philosophical movement of romanticism. Previous scholars have viewed romanticism and
industrialization in opposition, but in this groundbreaking volume John Tresch reveals how thoroughly
entwined science and the arts were in early nineteenth-century France and how they worked together to
unite a fractured society. Focusing on a set of celebrated technologies, including steam engines,
electromagnetic and geophysical instruments, early photography, and mass-scale printing, Tresch looks
at how new conceptions of energy, instrumentality, and association fueled such diverse developments as
fantastic literature, popular astronomy, grand opera, positivism, utopian socialism, and the Revolution of
1848. He shows that those who attempted to fuse organicism and mechanism in various ways, including
Alexander von Humboldt and Auguste Comte, charted a road not taken that resonates today. Essential
reading for historians of science, intellectual and cultural historians of Europe, and literary and art
historians, The Romantic Machine is poised to profoundly alter our understanding of the scientific and
cultural landscape of the early nineteenth century.

America's War Machine
An innovative study of the influence of black popular culture on modern American life; In any age and
any given society, cultural practices reflect the material circumstances of people's everyday lives.
According to Joel Dinerstein, it was no different in America between the two World Wars - an era
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sometimes known as the machine age - when innovative forms of music and dance helped a newly
urbanized population cope with the increased mechanization of modern life. Grand spectacles such as
the Ziegfield Follies and the movies of Busby Berkeley captured the American ethos of mass production,
with chorus girls as the cogs of these fast, flowing pleasure vehicles. Yet it was African American
culture, Dinerstein argues, that ultimately provided the means of aesthetic adaptation to the accelerated
tempo of modernity. Drawing on a legacy of engagement with and resistance to technological change,
with deep roots in West African dance and music, black artists developed new cultural forms that sought
to humanize machines. In The Ballad of John Henry, the epic toast Shine, and countless blues songs,
African Americans first addressed the challenge of industrialization. Jazz musicians drew

The Perpetual Prisoner Machine
Subversive Influence in the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of America
New York Times Bestseller In the most ambitious one-volume American history in decades, awardwinning historian and New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a magisterial account of the origins and rise
of a divided nation, an urgently needed reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of American history.
Written in elegiac prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking investigation places truth itself—a devotion to facts,
proof, and evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The American experiment rests on three
ideas—"these truths," Jefferson called them—political equality, natural rights, and the sovereignty of the
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people. And it rests, too, on a fearless dedication to inquiry, Lepore argues, because self-government
depends on it. But has the nation, and democracy itself, delivered on that promise? These Truths tells
this uniquely American story, beginning in 1492, asking whether the course of events over more than
five centuries has proven the nation’s truths, or belied them. To answer that question, Lepore traces the
intertwined histories of American politics, law, journalism, and technology, from the colonial town
meeting to the nineteenth-century party machine, from talk radio to twenty-first-century Internet polls,
from Magna Carta to the Patriot Act, from the printing press to Facebook News. Along the way,
Lepore’s sovereign chronicle is filled with arresting sketches of both well-known and lesser-known
Americans, from a parade of presidents and a rogues’ gallery of political mischief makers to the intrepid
leaders of protest movements, including Frederick Douglass, the famed abolitionist orator; William
Jennings Bryan, the three-time presidential candidate and ultimately tragic populist; Pauli Murray, the
visionary civil rights strategist; and Phyllis Schlafly, the uncredited architect of modern conservatism.
Americans are descended from slaves and slave owners, from conquerors and the conquered, from
immigrants and from people who have fought to end immigration. "A nation born in contradiction will
fight forever over the meaning of its history," Lepore writes, but engaging in that struggle by studying
the past is part of the work of citizenship. "The past is an inheritance, a gift and a burden," These Truths
observes. "It can’t be shirked. There’s nothing for it but to get to know it."

Inventing the Cotton Gin
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The Dollar Decade: Mammon and the Machine in 1920s America
When President Dwight D. Eisenhower prepared to leave the White House in 1961, he did so with an
ominous message for the American people about the "disastrous rise" of the military-industrial complex.
Fifty years later, the complex has morphed into a virtually unstoppable war machine, one that dictates
U.S. economic and foreign policy in a direct and substantial way. Based on his experiences as an awardwinning Washington-based reporter covering national security, James McCartney presents a compelling
history, from the Cold War to present day that shows that the problem is far worse and far more widereaching than anything Eisenhower could have imagined. Big Military has become "too big to fail" and
has grown to envelope the nation's political, cultural and intellectual institutions. These centers of power
and influence, including the now-complicit White House and Congress, have a vested interest in
preparing and waging unnecessary wars. The authors persuasively argue that not one foreign
intervention in the past 50 years has made us or the world safer. With additions by Molly Sinclair
McCartney, a fellow journalist with 30 years of experience, America's War Machine provides the
context for today's national security state and explains what can be done about it.

When the Machine Stopped
Taking a hard look at the unprincipled lives of political bosses, police corruption, graft payments, and
other political abuses of the time, the book set the style for future investigative reporting.
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Charles Sheeler and the Cult of the Machine
This book examines the underlying causes of the tumult of the 1920s in America that has since
captivated writers, readers, moviegoers, and television viewers. During the 1920s, Americans were
aware of the momentous changes taking place in their lives. It was an introspective decade. Magazines
and newspaper articles, books and anthologies explored the causes, nature, and implications of those
changes. The impact of radio, and to a lesser extent motion pictures, rivaled the effects that the invention
of printing had had on human society hundreds of years earlier. Add to these developments the effects of
World War I and the popularization of Freud and Darwin, and the result was an America cast adrift on a
sea of normlessness, treading water between two worlds: one of stability and tradition before the war,
and one as yet dimly perceived in the mists of the future. While Freud challenged notions of traditional
behavior, Darwin challenged traditional religious beliefs. The arrival of the affordable automobile
transformed human mobility on a scale not seen since the domestication of the horse and the invention
of the wheel thousands of years before. But those previous changes had not ushered in so many
cataclysmic changes in so short a time. The author maintains that only in this context can much of the
behavior of the time be understood, from the popularity of the Ku Klux Klan to the excesses of the
flappers and the jazz age.

Overhauling America's Healthcare Machine
“McCarthy has written about an aspect of the 'golden age of television' seldom detailed in histories of
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early television. This is the story of how some of the largest American commercial corporations of the
1950s used the new medium of television not with the sole intent of advertising their products but to
effect social reform on television viewers in order to create 'good citizens.' Highly recommended.”
—Choice “In this engaging and original study, Anna McCarthy examines the high civic hopes once held
for U.S. commercial television by the liberal social, political, and business elites who made up the
'governing classes.'” —Journal of American History At the dawn of television in the early 1950s, a broad
range of powerful groups and individuals—from prominent liberal intellectuals to massive
corporations—saw in TV a unique capacity to influence the American masses, shaping (in the words of
the American philosopher Mortimer Adler) “the ideas that should be in every citizen's mind.” Formed in
the shadow of the Cold War—amid the stirrings of the early civil rights movement—the potential of
television as a form of unofficial government inspired corporate executives, foundation officers, and
other influential leaders to approach TV sponsorship as a powerful new avenue for shaping the course of
American democracy. In this compelling political history of television's formative years, media historian
Anna McCarthy goes behind the scenes to bring back into view an entire era of civic-minded
programming and the ideas about democratic agency from which it sprang. Based on pathbreaking
archival work, The Citizen Machine poses entirely new questions about the political significance of
television. At a time when TV broadcasting is in a state of crisis, and new media reform movements
have entered political culture, here is an original and thought-provoking history of the assumptions that
have profoundly shaped not only television but our understanding of American citizenship itself. Anna
McCarthy is Professor of Cinema Studies at New York University. She is the co-editor of the journal
Social Text, as well as the author of Ambient Television.
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A Most Magnificent Machine
The message of this extraordinary election [in November 2010] is clear enough: the American citizenry
has rejected the secular dogma, socialist policies, and machine-driven politics that comprise the Obama
agenda. Now, the question is whether President Obama and his Democratic Party will accept the will of
the people and change the destructive course upon which they have set this country. . . . [F]irst and
foremost, Republicans must fight to dislodge the secular-socialist machine whose methods and goals are
described in this book. This machine has driven America so deeply into debt, and has so fundamentally
changed the relationship between the American citizenry and our government, that our childrenâ??s
future is now imperiled. We cannot assume that after the 2010 election, the machine will simply accept
the will of the people. After all, the very purpose of a political machine is to thwart the will of the
people.

American Builder
"The pay gap between chief executive officers of major U.S. firms and their workers is higher than ever
before--depending on the method of calculation, CEOs get paid between 300 and 700 times more than
the average worker. Such outsized pay is a relatively recent phenomenon, but few detractors truly
understand the numerous factors that have contributed to the dizzying upward spiral in CEO
compensation. Steven Clifford, a former CEO who has also served on many corporate boards, has a
name for these procedures and practices: 'The CEO Pay Machine.' [This book] is Clifford's explanation
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of the 'machine'--how it works, how its parts interact, and how every step pushes CEO pay to higher
levels"--

America's Money Machine
The Jesus Machine
Examines Japan's innovative, highly successful production methods

American Machinist
Swinging the Machine
The American Exporter
The Machine Has a Soul
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American Printer and Lithographer
*The crucial Ohio get-out-the-vote effort that lifted Bush over Kerry. *The Terri Schiavo controversy.
*The push for a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage. *Attacks on Roe v. Wade. *"Intelligent
design" in our science curriculum. The evangelical right has pushed all of these initiatives, led by the
immense behind-the-scenes influence of Dr. James Dobson, the founder and chairman of Focus on the
Family: an organization that has grown from its roots as a local parenting advice center to a powerful
ministry that broadcasts Dr. Dobson each day on more than 3,000 radio and 80 television stations in the
U.S. alone. Dobson has supplanted Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and Ralph Reed as the spokesman for
tens of millions of American evangelical Christians--even though Dobson is not a minister, but a family
therapist with a doctorate in child development. Dobson maintains that the American political and social
spectrums are firmly rooted in a centuries-old Christian tradition--one that has come under siege
beginning in the 1960s, spear-headed by court rulings that have undermined the necessity of religion in
public life. With the support of evangelical followers, Dobson has garnered more and support than many
ever thought possible and has harnessed this power to wage a crusade in support of strengthening
abortion restrictions and establishing anti-gay rights litigation. The Jesus Machine is the first book to
examine Focus on the Family as the cutting edge of the larger evangelical movement, backing what
many view to be goals in common with the current political agenda of the Bush administration, as it
works to become the voice of mainstream America. Through exhaustive research, Dan Gilgoff, a Senior
Reporter for US News & World Report, exposes the intricacies of the Focus on the Family's rallying cry
and the drastic implications they hold for the future of America's political system.
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The Violence of Organized Forgetting
The CEO Pay Machine
By examining the difference between pastoral and progressive ideals that characterised early 20th
century American culture, the author shows how American thinkers have considered the relationship
between technology and culture in their writings.

American Progress
From the medieval farm implements used by the first colonists to the invisible links of the Internet, the
history of technology in America is a history of society as well. This title analyzes technology's impact
on the lives of women and men. It also discusses the innovation of an American system of manufactures.

Machine that Changed the World
The unknown history of deportation and of the fear that shapes immigrants' lives Constant headlines
about deportations, detention camps, and border walls drive urgent debates about immigration and what
it means to be an American in the twenty-first century. The Deportation Machine traces the long and
troubling history of the US government's systematic efforts to terrorize and expel immigrants over the
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past 140 years. This provocative, eye-opening book provides needed historical perspective on one of the
most pressing social and political issues of our time. In a sweeping and engaging narrative, Adam
Goodman examines how federal, state, and local officials have targeted various groups for expulsion,
from Chinese and Europeans at the turn of the twentieth century to Central Americans and Muslims
today. He reveals how authorities have singled out Mexicans, nine out of ten of all deportees, and
removed most of them not by orders of immigration judges but through coercive administrative
procedures and calculated fear campaigns. Goodman uncovers the machine's three primary
mechanisms—formal deportations, "voluntary" departures, and self-deportations—and examines how
public officials have used them to purge immigrants from the country and exert control over those who
remain. Exposing the pervasive roots of anti-immigrant sentiment in the United States, The Deportation
Machine introduces the politicians, bureaucrats, businesspeople, and ordinary citizens who have pushed
for and profited from expulsion. This revelatory book chronicles the devastating human costs of
deportation and the innovative strategies people have adopted to fight against the machine and redefine
belonging in ways that transcend citizenship.

Scientific American
Argues that the cause of the rising prison population is the privatization of the criminal justice system

Minding the Machine
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Traces the growth of railroads from their origins in the 1820s to the onset of the Civil War and also
examines the cultural, economic, and political aspects.

The Romantic Machine
American Dictionary of Printing and Bookmaking
Art and the Machine
From Playgrounds to PlayStation
Charles Sheeler (1886-1965) was one of the most noted American painters and photographers to
embrace the iconography of the machine. But was he high priest or heretic in the religion of mass
production and technology that dominated his era? Karen Lucic considers this intriguing question while
telling us Sheeler's story, and showing us how Sheeler produced images of extraordinary aesthetic power
that provocatively confirmed America's technological and industrial prestige in vivid detail.

Making in America
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The Machine in America
How America can rebuild its industrial landscape to sustain an innovative economy. America is the
world leader in innovation, but many of the innovative ideas that are hatched in American start-ups, labs,
and companies end up going abroad to reach commercial scale. Apple, the superstar of innovation,
locates its production in China (yet still reaps most of its profits in the United States). When innovation
does not find the capital, skills, and expertise it needs to come to market in the United States, what does
it mean for economic growth and job creation? Inspired by the MIT Made in America project of the
1980s, Making in America brings experts from across MIT to focus on a critical problem for the
country. MIT scientists, engineers, social scientists, and management experts visited more than 250
firms in the United States, Germany, and China. In companies across America—from big defense
contractors to small machine shops and new technology start-ups—these experts tried to learn how we can
rebuild the industrial landscape to sustain an innovative economy. At each stop, they asked this basic
question: “When you have a new idea, how do you get it into the market?” They found gaping holes and
missing pieces in the industrial ecosystem. Even in an Internet-connected world, proximity to innovation
and users matters for industry. Making in America describes ways to strengthen this connection,
including public-private collaborations, new government-initiated manufacturing innovation institutes,
and industry/community college projects. If we can learn from these ongoing experiments in linking
innovation to production, American manufacturing could have a renaissance.
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Civilizing the Machine
In this innovative book, Stephen P. Rice offers a new understanding of class formation in America
during the several decades before the Civil War. This was the period in the nation's early industrial
development when travel by steamboat became commonplace, when the railroad altered concepts of
space and time, and when Americans experienced the beginnings of factory production. These
disorienting changes raised a host of questions about what machinery would accomplish. Would it
promote equality or widen the distance between rich and poor? Among the most contentious questions
were those focusing on the social consequences of mechanization: while machine enthusiasts touted the
extent to which machines would free workers from toil, others pointed out that people needed to tend
machines, and that that work was fundamentally degrading and exploitative. Minding the Machine
shows how members of a new middle class laid claim to their social authority and minimized the
potential for class conflict by playing out class relations on less contested social and technical terrains.
As they did so, they defined relations between shopowners—and the overseers, foremen, or managers they
employed—and wage workers as analogous to relations between head and hand, between mind and body,
and between human and machine. Rice presents fascinating discussions of the mechanics' institute
movement, the manual labor school movement, popular physiology reformers, and efforts to solve the
seemingly intractable problem of steam boiler explosions. His eloquent narrative demonstrates that class
is as much about the comprehension of social relations as it is about the making of social relations, and
that class formation needs to be understood not only as a social struggle but as a conceptual struggle.
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To Save America
In this romp through the changing landscape of nineteenth- and twentieth-century American toys,
games, hobbies, and amusements, senior historian of technology Carroll Pursell poses a simple but
interesting question: What can we learn by studying the relationship between technology and play? From
Playgrounds to PlayStation explores how play reflects and drives the evolution of American culture.
Pursell engagingly examines the ways in which technology affects play and play shapes people. The
objects that children (and adults) play with and play on, along with their games and the hobbies they
pursue, can reinforce but also challenge gender roles and cultural norms. Inventors—who often talk about
"playing" at their work, as if motivated by the pure fun of invention—have used new materials and
technologies to reshape sports and gameplay, sometimes even crafting new, extreme forms of recreation,
but always responding to popular demand. Drawing from a range of sources, including scholarly
monographs, patent records, newspapers, and popular and technical journals, the book covers numerous
modes and sites of play. Pursell touches on the safety-conscious playground reform movement, the
dazzling mechanical innovations that gave rise to commercial amusement parks, and the media’s
colorful promotion of toys, pastimes, and sporting events. Along the way, he shows readers how
technology enables the forms, equipment, and devices of play to evolve constantly, both reflecting
consumer choices and driving innovators and manufacturers to promote toys that involve entirely new
kinds of play—from LEGOs and skateboards to beading kits and videogames.

Engineering Magazine
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Traces the decline of an American machine tool company known for quality and service
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